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DANNY GLICKER 
BY COLLEEN NIKA AND ALEX GARTENFELD – INTERVIEW MAGAZINE 
  

 

1. What were your main sources of inspiration for the film's looks? 

The real life of Harvey Milk and culture of 1970s San Francisco. I poured over countless 

documents, stacks and stacks of images depicting the real people and events, and did 

everything within my power to meticulously organize them into their proper timeline and 

recreate the people and the thriving San Francisco scene. 

 

 

2. Who would you love to dress for this year's Oscars and how would you dress them? 

Harvey Milk! Were he still with us, he would have LOVED all the attention. He would have 

completely embraced the theatricality of the most photographed event of the year to publicize 

every issue important to him. I see his rented tux covered in "OVERTURN PROP 8" pins. 

 

 

3. What ensemble in Milk do you think best captures the essence of the main character? 

The iconic outfit Harvey wears for Gay Freedom Day.  A clean white T-Shirt with red trim that 

reads "I'll Never Go Back!" over a picture of a closet door nailed shut, and a homemade black 

felt armband with pink triangle. Harvey literally wore his heart on his sleeve. 

 

 

4. How would you have costumed this film differently if it were one year ago? Ten years 

ago? 

One year ago, I would have done everything exactly as I did—this project was just too important 

to screw up, and while we were making it, my life was all about telling Harvey's story. Ten years 

ago—I'd rather not imagine how that would have turned out! I've had to use all that I've learned 

in the past ten years to make the costumes look the way they did. 



 

 

 

 

5. How much input did the director and cast have in the wardrobe decisions? 

I worked very closely with Gus Van Sant and all the actors, especially Sean Penn.  I loved that 

Sean had such a powerful investment in his transformation, and we enjoyed a really close 

collaboration. I gave him a thick binder of photo research in the proper time line, and it was 

fascinating to go into the research with him and discover the revealing details. 

 

 

6. Levi's are so omnipresent in the film that they almost become their own character. How 

do Levi's encapsulate the sensibilities of Milk and San Francisco? 

Levi's are so iconic to both San Francisco, and especially to the mystique of the "Castro Clone." 

It was really fun to play with all the authentic denim of the 70s. We squeezed, and I mean 

squeezed those guys into their 501's, and when they're that tight, nothing is left to the 

imagination.  There's a reason the look was so popular. 

 

 

7. I imagine you did a lot of vintage shopping while dressing the cast. What were some your 

best finds? 

I was responsible for dressing literally thousands of people, and I really wanted to recreate the 

grunge and filth of the early 70's, so I visited a lot of untapped dumps.  Filthy, nameless 

warehouses, but gold-mines of amazing vintage stuff that hasn't seen the light of day since the 

70's.  When the nominations were announced, I called my dear friend Audrey Fisher, who 

worked as my assistant designer for prep, and said "Could you believe this all started with 

garbage bags full of crap in the back of a u haul?" 

 

 

8. 70s silhouettes and jeans are back in style. In Milk, James Franco and Emile Hirsch make 

a pretty strong case for long hair and moustaches. What do you think? 

The actors in Milk are an extremely handsome and talented bunch of guys -- I'd be hard pressed 

to think of a trend they can't inspire. 
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FEATURE STORY 

James Franco interviewed by Dustin Lance Black 
Spider-Man's main man, James Franco, steals Sean Penn's heart in one of this year's most 

anticipated movies, Milk, Gus Van Sant's biopic about slain California politician Harvey Milk. 

 

 
 

 

arvey Milk has finally been given his due. Thirty years after the San Francisco politician’s 

assassination, Gus Van Sant’s Milk, starring Sean Penn in the title role and James Franco as his 

longtime partner, Scott Smith, hits movie theaters November 26. Called “the first openly gay man 

elected to any substantial political office in the history of the planet” by Time magazine, Milk was 

elected to the San Francisco board of supervisors in 1977 and was gunned down inside City Hall 

along with San Francisco mayor George Moscone a year later. Daniel White, an antigay city supervisor who had 

resigned earlier that week, confessed to the crime hours later, claiming that junk food had exacerbated his 

depression, creating what became known as “the Twinkie defense.” Convicted of manslaughter, White was 

sentenced to just seven years in prison and was paroled after serving five. Smith was Milk’s stabilizing force during 

his political rise, and the character is ultimately Milk’s unifying element, with Franco delicately supporting Penn’s 

sublime performance throughout. For Out, Franco and Milk screenwriter and executive producer Dustin Lance 

Black, who goes by Lance, talk about the making of the film. 



Lance Black: I don’t know if it was 

you or Gus who told me that My 

Own Private Idaho originally 

inspired you to act? 

 

James Franco: I probably told 

you. If Gus told you that, I’d be 

really touched that he would 

know. 

 

Lance: I guess the deeper 

question is, What made you want 

to do Milk and work with Gus? 

 

James: Well, let me talk about 

Idaho first, because -- I would 

watch that movie a lot, even 

before I was acting. For some 

reason that struck a chord with 

me. I know it’s an incredibly 

important film for queer cinema, 

but I wasn’t a young teenager 

waiting to come out. I don’t know 

what it was. It was just –  

 

Lance: It wasn’t just important for 

gay cinema –  

 

James: No –  

 

Lance: I think that’s the whole 

idea of the movie -- it transcends 

the gay market with these sort of 

homoerotic story lines, right? 

 

James: Exactly. I know a lot of 

straight guys who loved that 

movie and had the same 

attachment to it that I did. So very 

early on I was a huge fan of Gus -- 

Idaho and Drugstore Cowboy. Matt 

Dillon and River Phoenix in those 

movies are in some ways so off-

the-wall, but Gus puts them in a 

certain context where it’s 

completely believable. So it’s 

both moving and hilarious at 

times. But compared to Drugstore 

Cowboy, My Own Private Idaho -- I 

guess just the emotions it touches 

on made me want to watch it over 

and over. 

 

Lance: Yeah, me too. That was 

the first movie I saw of Gus’s. I 

was totally in love with River 

Phoenix, and then I was surprised 

by this movie that totally changed 

my idea of American cinema. It 

was beautiful. 

 

James: Actually, I saw it and I was 

like, “I worship River Phoenix,” 

and then I was like, “I want to play 

a homeless character. I want to 

play a gay character!” It’s the one 

role I wish I could have done, if I 

were to think of any.  

 

Lance: Had you met Gus before? 

 

James: Yeah. We have a mutual 

friend, Ben, a painter whose loft I 

would paint at. I don’t know how 

close they were, but they were 

definitely friends, and he was 

always talking about Gus -- it was 

the year Elephant won at Cannes. 

I was doing a little play, The Ape, 

that I’d cowritten, and Ben 

brought Gus. And that’s basically 

all I remember from the whole run 

of that little play -- Gus Van Sant 

came and saw the play.  

 

 

 



Lance: Gus told me about that. 

When he first brought up your 

name as someone to play Scott, 

he said, “Oh, you know I saw this 

play, this great play.” And he said, 

“You know who’s a really good 

writer, and we might let him read 

your script?” And I said “Who?” 

and he said your name and talked 

about The Ape.  

 

James: When I was in San 

Francisco and Gus brought up The 

Ape again, it was like, “Wow!” Just 

that he remembered it made 

doing that little play all worth it.  

 

Lance: How did you come across 

Milk? 

 

James: I heard Gus was going to 

make it, so I wrote him and I was 

like, “Gus, I haven’t talked to you 

in a while, but basically I’ll do 

whatever you want in this movie -

- I’d just like to be a part of it.” So 

he sent me a script and I read it 

and I loved it. 

 

Lance: Had you heard of Harvey 

Milk?  

 

James: They didn’t really teach 

you about him in school. After I 

heard Gus was going to do the 

movie, I watched the 

documentary The Times of Harvey 

Milk. And then I asked my parents 

about it, because they went to 

Stanford and then stayed in Palo 

Alto, so they were around at the 

time and certainly aware of 

everything. It was definitely in the 

air where I grew up, but it wasn’t 

taught like Martin Luther King. 

 

Lance: Yeah, not then. But 

potentially now. 

 

James: Hopefully now. That’s one 

of the great things about the 

movie finally coming out -- just 

raising awareness. 

Lance: All right, so you always 

wanted to work with Gus. Did you 

know about his style of directing? 

Were there any surprises there? 

 

James: I’m such a big fan. 

Whenever I had a chance to talk 

to him, I basically just grilled him 

on everything -- about every 

movie. I think he likes talking 

about his movies, and I mean I did 

everything -- I did my research. I 

read his novel, Pink. He has a 

commentary [on the DVD] for My 

Own Private Idaho, but for some 

reason they didn’t sync it to the 

movie, so it’s just an audio 

recording of him and Todd 

Haynes. So you just have to sit 

there and listen to the hour-and-

a-half or two-hour discussion 

between them. For me it was 

incredible. So I knew a lot of the 

stories just from grilling him. 

  

Lance: Generally, you only know 

when he’s unhappy. It’s the 

difference between a grin and 

grimace -- which for him is very 

subtle. 

 

James: I didn’t do a ton of 

improvising, but I felt like if I 

wanted to say something I could. 

There were a few times when I 

threw something out and Gus 

would be like, “Yeah…maybe you 

try not saying that next time.” 

[Laughs] But other than that it 

seemed like he was really into any 

improv, whether it’s behavior or a 

line here or there. 

 

Lance: One of the challenges is 

that Scott Smith is no longer 

alive. As a writer, [scenes 

between Milk and Smith were] 

difficult for me to write because 

you really have to create them out 

of whole cloth. What did you do 

to research playing a gay man in 

the ’70s?  

 

 
 

James: There are two parts of 

that research: one -- the more 

general research of the time and 

place and what it was like to be a 

gay man in the Castro at that 

time. And the other side was to 

research Scott himself. And that 

was tricky. There’s a big thank-

you and acknowledgement in the 

front of [Randy Shilts’s book] The 

Mayor of Castro Street, but there 

weren’t a ton of stories about 

him. And then in [Rob Epstein’s 

1984 documentary] The Times of 

Harvey Milk, he’s in it for like five 

seconds -- he and Harvey kiss, and 

that’s it. So I was having dinner 

with Rob Epstein and Sean Penn, 

and I asked Rob if he had any 

other footage of Scott that hadn’t 

made it into the movie, and Rob is 

so thorough that he had all these 

pre-interviews of people who 

ended up not being interviewed in 

the film. He had one of Scott from 

only two or three years after 

Harvey’s death, and so it was 



perfect material on him. I’m also always a tiny bit skeptical when I hear stories about a real person, because 

everybody’s got their own take on it. When I played James Dean everybody would fight about what the real story 

was.

 

Lance: Right, that’s tricky. 

 

James: I just tried to talk to [Milk associates] Danny Nicoletta and Cleve Jones and others to get as many 

perspectives on him as I could. I think Scott was Harvey’s longest relationship -- the fact that Scott and Harvey 

moved out from New York to San Francisco together, the fact that they worked on the early campaigns for Harvey 

-- it seemed like there was a fairly deep relationship there and they really cared about each other. And so I think 

that’s the Scott we captured in the movie. Harvey was incredibly ambitious and sometimes had these crazy kinds 

of schemes, and Scott was always there to be the emotional grounding and support. 

 

 

 
Lance: You fell in love with Sean? 

Is that what you’re saying? 

 

James: Basically, I’ve been in love 

with him since even before Fast 

Times. He did this little thing 

called The Beaver Trilogy. 

 

Lance: I have seen that! I can’t 

believe you’ve seen that -- no one 

has seen that. 

James: So, basically I’ve been in 

love with Sean Penn since The 

Beaver Trilogy. [Squealing girls 

interrupt in the background, 

saying, “I told you it was him! Hi, 

James Franco! Congrats on getting 

into the program! You’re so great!”] 
 

James: Thank you! [Laughs] 
 

Lance: It’s got to be hard to be 

James Franco. 

James: I’m sitting on the steps of 

Brooklyn College. I just had my 

first writing class. So they were 

congratulating me for getting into 

the program. I’m taking an MFA 

writing program, and also a film 

directing MFA program at NYU. 

 

Lance: Oh, my God. That’s even 

more than you were taking while 

we were shooting Milk. 



James: Yeah. While I was doing Milk, that was a little crazy. Somehow it worked. There were some days when we 

were doing night shoots when I would fly from San Francisco to L.A. in the morning, go to class, and then go from 

UCLA to the airport, fly back, and then work on Milk, but whatever. 

 

Lance: You’re a workaholic. You’re going to take my writing jobs away from me. 

  

James: If I keep writing things like The Ape, I think you’re safe. 

 

Lance: Oh, I want to know what your perception of the vibe on the set was, because we had a lot of straight actors.  

 

James: For me, it seemed like everybody got into it. I was blown away by how meticulous Sean is about the look of 

the character and the voice and the sound -- just all the care that took. Just how dedicated he was. And then it 

seemed to me like Emile [Hirsch] -- he was playing young Cleve Jones, who was kind of a young badass -- he wasn’t 

a shy character. So I think Emile really liked being that out there. I don’t know if I should talk about Emile, but I 

think he even asked for that make-out scene with Joseph Cross. And for me it was like, Here I am in Gus’s movie, 

and I’m finally getting as close to being in My Own Private Idaho as I’m going to get, so I’ll do whatever. Not a ton is 

shown in the movie, but there’s a scene where I’m naked in the pool and everybody else is dressed and there’s just 

something uncomfortable about that. I felt like the girl in all those teen movies that pops out of the hot tub 

topless. [Laughs] I was like, All right, it’s Gus Van Sant. I’ll do whatever. I was just happy to be there.  

 

 
 
Lance: Culturally, I thought it was interesting that no one seemed to be cringing or wiping their mouth or getting 

terrifically freaked out about playing a gay role. 

 

James: Um, we did a little bit. I think Sean and I had the first kiss of the film, and there were like 200 people 

watching on Castro Street. I was a little nervous. And it was a long kiss. 



Lance: That was the three-minute kiss out in front of the entire population of Castro Street, not shut down. 

Everyone in the Castro came out to watch James Franco and Sean Penn make out. 

 

James: Armistead Maupin came down to watch! [Laughing] So that was weird. It’d be weird kissing a girl in front of 

all those people. After the first kiss, it broke the ice. And then after our kiss Sean texted Madonna -- his ex-wife, 

Madonna -- and said, “I just broke my cherry kissing a guy. I thought of you. I don’t know why.” And then she wrote 

back and said, “Congratulations.” 

  

Lance: You broke Sean Penn’s gay cherry. 

 

James: I did. I did. Now, wait, Lance. Let me think of something to ask you. 

 

Lance: To ask me? They’re not taking my picture for the cover of Out magazine.  ●●● 
 
 

 
 

 

Milk Man. 

Published by Out Magazine. 

 





 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

Gus Van SantGus Van SantGus Van SantGus Van Sant's new film, Milk, tells the real-life story of Harvey Milk (played in the film 

by Sean Penn), who became the first openly gay person to be elected to a public office in the United 

States when he took his post on the San Francisco board of city supervisors in January 1977. Milk was 

a transplanted New Yorker who, at the age of 40, traded in his job as a Wall Street analyst for a gig 

working as a stage manager on the first Broadway production of Hair, and later moved to San 

Francisco where he and his partner opened a camera shop in the Castro district-then the flash point of 

the gay-rights movement in America. But Milk's political awakening with regards to his sexuality in 

many ways mirrored what the country itself was going through at the time, in the wake of free love 

and before AIDS. It was a moment when singer Anita Bryant's infamous state-to-state crusade to have 

laws repealed that prohibited discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation had inadvertently begun 

to crack open the proverbial closet door by inspiring an army of men and women to come forward and 

speak out against her. Though Milk had relationships with men in New York, he had shielded his 

personal life from his family and co-workers. But living in San Francisco, surrounded by people who 

were often much younger than he was-many of whom with stories much like his own-he very easily 

fell into the role of advocate, lobbying on behalf of the gay community both freely and loudly. 

 

When Milk assumed his seat on the board of supervisors, it seemed a logical, even inevitable, next 

step in the sexual revolution of the decade. But his assassination just 10 months into his term, by 

former city supervisor Dan White-an early supporter of Milk's from an Irish Catholic, working-class 

neighborhood adjacent to the Castro, who shot Milk in his City Hall office minutes after shooting and 

killing Mayor George Moscone-only brought into even more stark relief the harsh, at times tragic, 

realities of America's continuing struggle with sex and sexuality. 

 

For the 56-year-old Van Sant, Milk was a project nearly two decades in the making-one that went 

through multiple scripts and iterations. Writer Armistead Maupin, who, of course, lived through the 

Milk years in San Francisco, having so memorably captured them in his Tales of the City novels, 

recently spoke to the director who was at home in Portland, Oregon. 

 

ARMISTEAD MAUPIN:ARMISTEAD MAUPIN:ARMISTEAD MAUPIN:ARMISTEAD MAUPIN: Watching Milk was a very eerie experience for me because I've never been to a 

film before where I knew maybe six or eight of the major characters in real life. There must have been 

huge pressure on you with this project from the beginning, at least in part because it also belonged to 

somebody else for 16 years. The idea of making a film based on Randy Shilts's book, The Mayor of 
Castro Street, was floating around Hollywood for a long time. You were even at one point considered 

as a director for that project, and then, when [Dustin] Lance Black came up with the script for Milk-I 

guess in 2007-you had a whole other direction to run in, in terms of getting the thing made. If you 

hadn't succeeded, I suppose there would have been a serious shit storm. 



GUS VAN SANT:GUS VAN SANT:GUS VAN SANT:GUS VAN SANT: I think I first heard about the 

film project based on Randy's book through Rob 

Epstein [who won an Oscar for his 1984 

documentary The Times of Harvey Milk]. I 

might have been aware of the book, but I hadn't 

read it. At that time, there was talk that Oliver 

Stone was going to direct the film, but he sort 

of declared that he wasn't going to make 

another assassination project after JFK [1991]. 

When I first talked to the people who were 

involved with the film at the time, they 

mentioned that you had been contacted by 

Stephen Frears about making it, and that you 

had advised him against it. This was about 17 

years ago. I think what I heard was that you had 

advised him against doing it because you didn't 

think he could ever show what actually went on 

in the Castro in the '70s. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Well, no, that's not entirely true, but I did 

advise him against directing the particular script 

that he had. He never made an offer to me to 

write a script for him-if he had, I might have 

seriously thought about it. But what he showed 

me was extraordinarily cardboard and politically 

correct and uninteresting. It felt like a television 

biopic. He felt the same way about it, and, at 

that point, I guess he decided not to do it. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Oh, too bad you didn't write a version. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: I don't think I could have done any better 

than Lance Black did. It's astonishing to think 

that someone of his age could understand the 

permutations of San Francisco in the '70s, but 

he did. How did he come to you exactly? 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Well, it had been a long time since I had 

thought of doing a story about Harvey. At one 

point, I'd thought of doing it in a sort of fictional 

fashion, where the character wasn't named 

Harvey Milk and where we'd shoot it in 

Portland, Oregon, and make it about a guy who 

owned a camera shop-just to get away from the 

biopic element where you had to show the real 

guy, which was sort of frightening. The biopic 

also wasn't a form that I necessarily believed in, 

because you can never really get it right, you 

know? It's also a form that's very popular-the 

straight-ahead biopic. So people were always 

sort of stirring the idea of what to do if they 

were to make a film about Harvey Milk. And 

then one day a number of years ago, Cleve 

Jones [one of Milk's associates] told me that 

there were these two guys-he called them 

angels-who knocked on his door and announced 

to him that they were going to make a musical 

about Cleve's life. One of them was Lance. 

Now, I had actually met Lance before at Bobby 

Bukowski's house-Bobby Bukowski is a 

cinematographer who I knew through River 

Phoenix. Sometime around 2001, during a 

dinner one night at Bobby's house, I had met 

Lance, who was introduced to me as a young, 

blond-haired film student who was working in 

commercials. Then, last year, Cleve called me 

again very enthusiastically and said that Lance 

had written a story. It wasn't the musical any 

longer-it was a story about Harvey, and they 

wanted to come up to Portland from San 

Francisco to show it to me. I was going to L.A., 

so we met there, and that was where I first saw 

the script for Milk. It was sort of like what we 

have as our final script, and its focus was on 

the politics of the time. The personal parts of 

the story were always kind of filtered through 

the politics, which I'd never seen done before, 

really. But I was completely engrossed. Then, I 

thought, "Well, this is all politics. It's going to 

be really tricky to make it work because the 

audience usually starts to tune out when there 

are too many political ideas." Yet the script 

didn't really make you do that. So we went 

ahead and had faith. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: How did you get the script to Sean Penn? 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: After I read Lance's script, we sort of 

conspired about who our favorite person to play 

Harvey would be, and we thought of Sean. 

These days, you can look up your actors on 

YouTube as you're thinking about them, and we 

found a lot of YouTube instances of Sean 

speaking in front of different groups of people. 

He is always so secure when he's speaking in 

public, which was one of the things that Harvey 

was really good at, and Sean, of course, is an 

amazing actor, so we thought we'd be well-

served if he'd agree to do the film. So we just 

called him up. It was a very short phone call, as 

calls can sometimes be with Sean, and I said, 

"You know, we want to offer you this role 

playing Harvey Milk." And he just said, "I'm 

interested," which was pretty much positive, 

and then the next step was for him to read the 

screenplay. 



AM:AM:AM:AM: One of the things that struck me when I 

saw the film was how you caught that kind of 

gritty street thing that you did in Drugstore 

Cowboy [1989]. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Well, that's what I'm always trying for, but 

I never know whether it actually happens. 

There are all kinds of ways that people present 

their films, but that's kind of a good feeling, if 

you can make it seem like the characters are 

really there. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Especially since you had such a 

responsibility to a number of living people who 

remember the characters and the events that 

are shown in the film. I guess Bryan Singer was 

attached to one of the other Milk projects in 

development, right? 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Yeah. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: I read somewhere that he wanted Kevin 

Spacey to play Harvey Milk and, at that point, I 

decided that he might not be the right director 

at all if he couldn't see the irony in that. [Van 

Sant laughs] But I think that was back when 

Bryan himself wasn't out of the closet. What 

was it like while you were filming? You were 

working out on Treasure Island [in the San 

Francisco Bay] part of the time, right? 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: We had a couple of sets out there. One of 

them was Harvey's apartment in New York City. 

There's a sex scene that takes place in that 

apartment, so we wanted to make it kind of 

rarefied in a sense. Treasure Island was a 

strange, very cold place. Was it a naval base at 

one point? 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: I processed out of the Navy there in 1970. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: You did? 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Yeah. My first glimpse of San Francisco 

was from Treasure Island. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: That's so interesting. I didn't put it 

together while we were filming, but it makes a 

lot of sense. There was no heat, so it was kind 

of like working in a cave. But most of the rest 

of the film was shot on location. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Well, with Harvey's camera store, it must 

have been a true rarity to be filming on the 

exact spot where something happened. You re-

converted a rather stylish home-furnishing 

shop into his funky, old digs. 

 
GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Yeah, we worked from a lot of pictures. 

There were scenes that took place at the 

camera shop during all these different periods 

of time, so we had the early-'70s look and then 

the more developed, mid-'70s look. Tom 

Randall and Gilbert Baker are a couple of the 

folks who helped us bring it back to its original 

state. 

 
AM:AM:AM:AM: I was extremely struck by your depiction 

of Dan White [the city supervisor who 

assassinated Milk in 1978]. Josh Brolin's 

performance was so sensitive-there are many 

times when you actually feel sorry for the guy, 

where you can see in his eyes some sort of 

envy for Harvey's sense of direction and his 

leadership abilities and his certainty about who 

he was. All of that is there in the performance, 

and it makes it truly into a Greek tragedy when 

the assassination occurs. 

 
GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Oh, that's great. 

 
AM:AM:AM:AM: But another thing that struck me, I guess 

because of my advancing years, is the way you 

reflected the fact that Harvey was basically a 

middle-aged guy who landed in San Francisco 

and who had been quite conservative up to a 

certain point. He and I were both [Barry] 

Goldwater Republicans back in '64. We were 

both naval officers, and we both found a way 

out with the help of a theatrical troupe. In 



Harvey's case, it was the cast of Hair in New 

York City. But it was fascinating to see this guy, 

who might have felt that the more interesting 

parts of his life were over, finding himself with 

younger men in this new city leading a 

revolution. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: I think Harvey always, at least in my 

understanding of the story, led a pretty gay life, 

but it was closeted in the face of his parents 

and in the face of his work-you know, there are 

all the stories of Fire Island in the early '60s 

and going out with Joe Campbell, who was one 

of the early Warhol Superstars. Harvey was 

conservative, but he was like a New York City 

conservative-he had a nightlife and a gay life. I 

think there are also stories of Harvey being 

rounded up in Central Park in the '50s. There 

was even a scene in one version of the script 

where Harvey, at a young age, had sex in the 

balcony at the opera in New York. So it's 

interesting that he always had a pretty well 

acknowledged gay life, yet technically he was in 

the closet. And it worried him that his 

boyfriends belonged to organizations that were 

leafleting people in his building. He felt that was 

too much. But then I also think that he got kind 

of swept up in the '60s when he burned his 

BankAmericard and made that switch from 

conservative Wall Street analyst to becoming a 

theater stage director for Tom O'Horgan when 

they made Hair. He even grew his own hair 

long. I think that was a transformative period 

for him. Then, when he got to San Francisco 

and got to be with a lot of other guys who had 

sort of gone through that, the whole idea was to 

be yourself and not be in the closet or conceal 

parts of your life-to be up front. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: He also had the good sense to know how to 

play the game politically. He got himself that 

little polyester suit that he could troop around 

in and look like a politician. He shaved his 

beard and made himself presentable in an effort 

to deliver a rather radical political agenda for 

the times. I think that early conservatism is 

something he maybe punished himself for a 

little bit, and it made him that much more 

adamant about people declaring themselves. His 

entire message was about coming out of the 

closet. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: There was one little aspect I thought we 

missed in our movie. We didn't really get to 

comment on it, but there was a guy who told me 

that when Harvey shaved off his beard and put 

on a suit, the hippies really got on him for that. 

His friends who worked at his camera shop-

some of them stopped working there -because 

they felt like he was selling out. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: But even though Harvey was learning how 

to play the game, he never, ever, compromised 

himself politically, which was tremendously 

satisfying to those of us who were coming out 

at the time. Anita Bryant was the impetus for 

me to come out-when she declared her anti-

gay campaign, the next day in the San 

Francisco Chronicle I had my gay character 

hold forth on it. I think she may have launched 

Harvey's career and the entire modern gay 

movement. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: She galvanized the movement. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Did Brokeback Mountain [2005] help you a 

great deal in terms of getting this film green-

lit? It must have, simply in terms of Hollywood's 

way of looking at things. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Yeah, I'm sure it did. It's hard to say, 

because Brokeback Mountain made money and 

was a critical success, and that always speaks 

to Hollywood. I was actually surprised to find 

that there weren't many gay projects in the 

works in Hollywood when we started our movie. 

I was always under the impression that there 

were a lot of them out there because of 

Brokeback Mountain, but I guess not. It 

definitely helped that our distributor, Focus 

Features, is the same studio that did Brokeback 

Mountain. I'm sure that they were encouraged 

by their own success with that film. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: So what for you was the biggest challenge 

in making Milk? 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: I was always trying to get Lance to write 

a scene where the characters were just kind of 

talking about something other than politics, 

which he was averse to doing. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Well, our lives were politics back then. 

 

 



 
 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: But that was something that I was 

personally worried about, that the characters 

didn't just kind of lay back and talk about 

anything else. But it's interesting how that was 

one of my concerns-whether there was enough 

quote-unquote downtime. We didn't have a lot 

of scenes in bars-or any actually. There was 

one celebration we filmed which isn't in the 

final movie, so we never really see that side of 

the Castro, and I was always kind of afraid that 

would be a bad thing. I just think the 

responsibility of making this movie-of 

representing an entire generation, an entire 

new class of gay men that existed in the '70s-

was scary. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Well, the way you showed the class 

division between gay men was very astute. I 

thought that the way you showed David 

Goodstein [then-publisher and owner of The 

Advocate] and his support for the Democratic 

candidate Rick Stokes, who was running 

against Harvey Milk . . . Most people don't 

know that Harvey ran against a gay man for 

city supervisor and that there was this sense of 

the good, respectable, suit-and-tie gay man 

and then the hippies in the streets who Harvey 

represented. Whose brilliant idea was it to cast 

Howard Rosenman [an executive producer of 

the Emmy-nominated documentary The 

Celluloid Closet, 1995] as David Goodstein? 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: That was my idea. I was always looking 

for somebody who looked a little bit like David 

Goodstein, at least in the photographs that I'd 

seen. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Well, here's a loaded question: How was it 

working with Sean Penn? 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Great. I think we were pretty well 

matched. We didn't know each other that well 

beforehand. Sean has a lot of stuff that he does 

to get ready by himself. He puts a lot of work 

into things on his own, and I think that's good 

in terms of allowing the actor to kind of bring 

what they've devised to the role . . . I was 

about to say something that I probably 

shouldn't say. 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: Well, you could . . . 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: We talked about sex scenes because 

originally Lance had written a very elaborate 

one between Harvey and Scott [Smith, Milk's 

longtime partner] into the script. And then, as 

we sent the script out to different financiers 

and actors, we were afraid that the sex scene 

would put people off. But you kind of have to 

start big, you know, because otherwise- 

 

AM:AM:AM:AM: There's nowhere to come down from. 

 

GVS:GVS:GVS:GVS: Yeah. You have to get people to jump in 

the water early. So there was this sex scene, 

but we took it out because we didn't want 

people to freak out and not read the rest of the 

script. So we sent the script to everybody 

without the sex scene. Sean read it, and then 

when we had our first big meeting with him, he 

said, "You know, we need a really big sex 

scene right up front." And we said, "Oh, we've 

got it!"  ●●● 
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